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automatic music recommendation within the audio
branding domain. To initially conceptualize this scenario,
music branding can be interpreted as a special case of signbased communication. An adapted version of Egon
Brunswik’s ‘lense model’ (Brunswik, 1955) exemplifies
this approach (see figure 1).

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the concept of applying automatic music
recommendation to the audio branding domain. We describe our
approach of developing a prediction model for the perceived
expressive content of music which is based on a large-scale
listening experiment. We present an orthogonal 4-factor model for
measuring musical expression as outcome variable, whereas
audio- and music features as well as lyric-based features are
introduced as prediction variables in the model. Furthermore, we
describe Random Forest Regression as a concept for feature
selection required to develop a Multi-Level Regression Model,
which is taking individual listener parameters into account.
Finally, we present first results from a preliminary stepwise
regression model for perceived musical expression.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of Audio Branding, companies become
more and more interested in systems for automated music
recommendation. In this type of application, suitable music
pieces are automatically selected from a large music
archive and subsequently presented to consumers in order
to communicate specific expressions. These expressions
shall then contribute to a strategically-planned brand image
perceived by the recipients (Müllensiefen & Baker, 2015).
Operational scenarios include marketing activities like
point of sale background music, music on websites or
music used in audiovisual advertisements.
A significant amount of research has already been
carried out to investigate the correlations between musical
attributes on one side and emotional qualities on the other
(Schmidt et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Yang & Chen,
2012). Algorithmic tools employing this knowledge already
help private music enthusiasts to navigate through
nowadays’ endless digital music archives and to let them
discover new titles and artists. Thus, through algorithmic
emotion-based recommendation, music can unfold its
functionality of mood-management, social bonding and
distinction, identity formation or any other kind of ritual
affect-laden everyday use (Schäfer et al., 2013).
Our project, however, investigates the associative
semantic meaning of music for listeners. The aim of the
presented study is therefore to test the feasibility of
predicting the music-induced activation of branding
relevant semantic associations. In order to achieve this, we
aim to find statistical prediction models for brand attributes
(such as ‘young’, ‘urban’, ‘trustworthy’ or ‘playful’) based
on a variety of low- and high-level audio and music
features and based on the moderating influence of interindividual differences of groups of music listeners. Based
on this, we aim on developing a prototype system for

Figure 1. Music Branding as Communication Process

II. LISTENING EXPERIMENT
To find statistical determinants for perceived semantic
expression of music, we conducted a large-scale online
listening experiment to systematically gather ratings on the
musical expression perceived from a larger number of
different music titles. Therefore n = 3.485 participants were
recruited from three different countries (UK, Spain,
Germany), three different age cohorts (18-34; 35-51; 5268), three different educational backgrounds (ISCED 0-2;
3-4; 5-8), and both genders using countrywise crossedquotas.
The music corpus for this experiment consisted of 183
music excerpts, representing 61 different music styles
grouped into 10 different genres. After reporting sociodemographics and performing a listening test to calibrate
their audio output volume, subjects were asked to listen to a
set of four randomly assigned excerpts with a duration of
approximately 30 seconds each (typically comprising a part
of a verse and chorus). A randomized title selection for
single respondents was carried out in a systematic way,
ensuring that each title would receive the same amount of
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ratings from each consumer cluster. After each stimulus,
participants had to rate the fit between the excerpt and each
item of the preliminary General Music Branding Inventory
(GMBI). The GMBI is a new psychometric instrument for
assessing the music-induced association of attributes,
which are frequently and reliably used in the field of music
branding (Steffens et al., 2017). It consists of 51 attributes
that were rated using a Likert scale from 1 (“very bad fit”)
to 6 (“very good fit”). For each stimulus, respondents
should also indicate how well they knew the excerpt and
how much they liked it. Finally, the participants also
reported their degree of focus throughout the experiment as
well as their genre preferences, degree of musicality, and
the audio setup used for the experiment.
A second iteration of this multinational listening
experiment will be carried out in 2017 with 6.000
participants. It is aiming on cross-validating the present
results and enlarging the training data set.

Table 1. Orthogonal ESEM factor loading matrix for
GMBI (loadings > 0.5 set in bold)
Item/Factor Easy-Going Joyful
confident
loving
friendly
honest
trustworthy
happy
beautiful
soft
warm
bright
stimulating
relaxing
chilled
detailed
simple
pure
unique
reflective
intellectual
modern
classic
young
innovative
solid
fresh
inviting
integrating
adventurous
familiar
serious
playful
funny
male
female
passionate
sexy
epic
personal
inspiring
creative
magical
exciting
futuristic
retro
timeless
contemporary
urban
natural
authentic
glamorous
cool

III. PREDICTING MUSICAL MEANING
This section describes our approach of predicting the
perceived expressive content of popular music based on the
comprehensive empirical ground truth resulting from our
listening experiment. We discuss the components required
to build a statistical model for the prediction of musicinduced semantic associations, highlight the major
challenges for this task and present first results.

Figure 2. Prediction model and components overview

A. Perceived Musical Expressions
The underlying theoretical idea of our prediction
approach is a parametric orthogonal feature space of
semantic musical expression. Every conceivable musical
piece should have its own location in this multidimensional space, predictable based on the original
ground truth data from our listening experiment. Taking
the GMBI fit ratings from the experiment and performing
exploratory factor analysis, the orthogonal dimensions
(“Easy-Going“, “Joyful“, “Authentic“, and “Progressive“)
of this space were developed and further refined by
employing Exploratory Structural Equation Modeling
(Asparouhov & Muthén, 2009), drawing on so-called
orthogonal target rotations in order to arrive at PCA-like
orthogonal so-called ESEM factors (see Bonneville-Roussy
et al., 2013 and Lepa & Seifert, 2015 for applied examples
of ESEM).
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When applied to the listening experiment data our
approach led to a well-fitting orthogonal ESEM solution
(X²=22510.842;
df=1077;
p<0.01;
RMSEA=.039;
CFI=.925; SRMR=.026), which draws on all original 51
GMBI items.
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B. Predictors for Perceived Musical Expressions
For predicting perceived musical expression in terms of the
4 developed dimensions, our project will draw on three
different variable groups. These groups are: low-level
audio features, high-level audio features and text mining
features (figure 2). Although this work is still in progress,
we deem it worthy to discuss our ideas about suitable
predictors.
1) Low-Level Audio Features. This category of
features comprises on one hand recording-related features
such as stereo spread and beats per minute of a song. On
the other hand it contains sound-related audio features
describing loudness, roughness and sharpness of a musical
stimulus. Although not yet researched in depth or analyzed
by music branding practitioners, these sound-related audio
features may play a significant role in predicting the
musical expression perceived by consumers. Our analysis
draws on such features extracted from the IRCAM Timbre
Toolbox (Peeters et al., 2011) and similar software
packages. Within our research group, additional new
features will be developed by refining and combining lowlevel features to new complex ones.
2) High-Level Audio Features. This set of features is
based on audio signal analysis as well, but in contrast to
low-level audio features, it is drawing on various concepts
from music theory. These features are typically deemed
highly relevant by music branding experts for selecting
suitable pieces of music. Within our project we (inter alia)
employ the software packages IRCAMBEAT and
IRCAMSUMMARY (Kaiser & Peeters, 2013; Peeters &
Papadopoulos, 2011) to either extract these features
directly or their fundamental data structures. Based on that,
musical features requiring a higher level of abstraction are
developed by our team, e.g. specific types of melody
successions and chord progressions.
Finally, Machine Learning is employed (by our project
partners at IRCAM) to automatically classify songs in
terms of genre, style, instrumentation, intensity, and further
high-level features. The ground truth for these predictors
comes from 9428 titles from the HEARDIS music library
which were tagged by music branding experts from the
company.
3) Text Mining Features. Most pieces in our music
sample contain song lyrics which are providing an
additional source of the perceived semantic expressions of
music titles as reflected in our ground truth data. Therefore,
we plan to also take lyric-based predictors into account in
our modeling approach. However, this idea entails a new
challenge, since feature extraction schemes for e.g.
emotional labeling of lyrics are non-trivial and a research
subject in itself (Kim et al., 2010). In a first step, we will
carry out a benchmark of existing text mining tools such as
Synesketch (Krcadinac et al. 2013), Word2Vec-networks
(Wolf et al., 2014) and the IBM Tone Analyzer (“IBM
Corp. Tone Analyzer.”) regarding their potential for
explaining another portion of the perceived expression of
(text-based) music. The Tone Analyzer for example uses
linguistic analyses to detect basic emotions (happiness,
sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise) which might
constitute strong predictors of perceived semantic
expression of music. To exploit this information, we

extracted the lyrics contained in our sample from the Music
Lyrics Database (MLDb).
C. Individual Listener Parameters
Members of different social milieus and generations
tend to attribute different semantic meanings to the very
same musical pieces (Bonneville-Roussy et al., 2013). In
our approach of predicting the perceived expressive content
of music, we therefore also address the challenge of interindividual differences in the association to music. Our
gathered ground truth data contains information about
listeners’ countries, different age cohorts, different
educational backgrounds, and both genders. In the second
iteration of our listening experiment we will also draw on
the so-called SINUS-Milieus which are deemed relevant by
marketing practitioners to identify and address relevant
target groups. We will test if membership in these
consumer clusters would produce significantly different
perceptions of musical expressions. The moderating
influence of these individual listener parameters will then
be tested in a Hierarchical Linear Regression Model.
D. Modelling Approach
Our aim is to combine all gathered ground truth data in
a regression model predicting each music title’s position in
the described feature space. However, this leads to the
challenge of feature selection, which needs to be addressed
in order to handle the complexity, redundancy and huge
amount of possible predictors. Therefore, we will conduct
Random Forest Regression for each orthogonal dimension
of our musical expression feature space.
In random forest regression a large number of decision
trees is used, which are grown independently in order to
predict the outcome variable. For each tree, the number of
predictor variables is limited to a small subset of the
available explanatory variables. Furthermore, only a
random subset of the ground truth data is used for each
individual tree (Pawley & Müllensiefen, 2012). Calculating
the relative rank of each predictor compared across all trees
will lead to a Monte-Carlo-like approach to identify the
best set of predictors. Thus, we avoid facing typical
regression problems like multi-collinearity and interaction
complexity. From the many decision trees grown within a
random forest, the average level of hierarchy is determined
for all available explanatory variables. This will provide the
best subset of predictor variables which can then be turned
into a classical regression model accordingly.
The second challenge for our modeling approach is the
different consumer groups as described in the listening
experiment (see II). We expect the need of differential
regression parameters for these groups as found e.g. by
Chamorro-Premuzic et al. (2010). Therefore, we will
extend the regression model to a multivariate multi-level
regression model (Hox, 2010) with random effect
parameters for social milieus. In this way, different
regression parameters can be used for different subject
clusters. Additionally, a ‘fixed’ mean effect is estimated
which can be used in music branding scenarios where no
specific target group parameters are available. Exploiting
existing data from our first online listening experiment, we
will use socio-demographics (gender, birth-cohorts and
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education) as cluster variables. Ground truth from our
second study in 2017 will allow us to also draw on the socalled SINUS-Milieus allowing for grouping people
according to their lifestyle and values.

dimensions. These are still based on annotations from audio
branding experts and will later on be substituted by
machine-learning data. On the other hand, only speed of a
track could be identified as a relevant low-level feature for
the perceived expressions. A reason for the high influence
of high-level features might lie in their complexity: They
usually express a variety of lower-order audio features
which are in this way aggregated to one semantical concept
such as intensity.
A similar ‘wholistic’ function applies to genres and
styles which are in addition associated with cultural
influences. However, we expect additional predictive
power from music features such as rhythmic styles, melody
and harmony progressions to be incorporated in the next
stage of our modelling approach.

E. First Results
Since random forest regression is still in progress, we
developed a preliminary general prediction model for each
of the four factors (Easy-Going, Joyful, Authentic, and
Progressive) based on our current set of low-level and
high-level audio features and for all target groups. To
address correlation between predictors we used stepwise
regression (PIN=.05, POUT=.10). Table 2 depicts the key
characteristics of each individual model.
Table 2. Preliminary stepwise regression models for
orthogonal musical expressions
Model
Easy-Going
Joyful
Authentic
Progressive

Pred.
included
31
24
32
25

R²
(adjusted)
.25
.13
.15
.22

p

df

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001

12980
12987
12979
12988

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Our contribution illustrates the concept of applying
automatic music recommendation to the audio branding
domain. It describes results derived from a large-scale
online listening experiment and introduces our approach for
predicting perceived musical expressions. It includes the
application of Music Information Retrieval, Machine
Learning, Structural Equation Modeling and Random
Forest Regression techniques to adequately model brandmusic-consumer relationships. Moreover, our work
presents first results from four preliminary regression
models.
A second large-scale listening experiment will be
carried out in 2017. Eventually, we will integrate all
developed high-level and low-level audio features as well
as lyric-based features in one comprehensive multi-level
regression model. Comparing their predictive power will
also shed a light on the question which realm is more
dominant in conveying musical expression perceived by
listeners.
Concluding, we think our work offers a unique and
innovative approach towards semantic music analysis
which is applicable far beyond the field of audio branding.

The four models are based on a first preliminary set of
118 predictor variables in total, not yet containing highlevel music descriptors such as melody and harmony
features. The column “Pred. included” gives the number of
different variables employed in each model, whereas Table
3 depicts the 10 most influential predictors per model.
Table 3. Overview of most influential predictors per model
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Easy-Going
Feature
intensity
female vocals
speed
style Traditional-Folk
style Hip-Hop
style Punk
style Balearic
style Funk
style Downbeat
style Rock & Roll
Authentic
Feature
complexity
style Reggaeton
style Hist. Classical
style EDM
female vocals
publishing year
style Dancehall
style Flamenco
style Reggae
style Rare-Groove

R²
.08
.09
.10
.11
.13
.14
.14
.15
.16
.17
R²
.05
.06
.07
.09
.10
.10
.11
.11
.11
.12

Joyful
Feature
pop appeal
genre Classical
Intensity
style Rock & Roll
style Folkloric
genre Soul/Funk
country Canada
genre Hip-Hop
speed
style Oriental
Progressive
Feature
genre Dance
publishing year
complexity
speed
style Dubstep
style Balearic
style Hip-Hop
style Indie-Dance
style Dancehall
style Cont. Classical

R²
.02
.04
.05
.06
.08
.08
.09
.09
.10
.10
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